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a b s t r a c t

Web-based information systems, such as search engines, news portals, and community sites, provide
access to information originating from numerous information providers. The quality of provided infor-
mation varies as information providers have different levels of knowledge and different intentions. Users
of web-based systems are therefore confronted with the increasingly difficult task of selecting high-
quality information from the vast amount of web-accessible information. How can information systems
support users to distinguish high-quality from low-quality information? Which filtering mechanisms can
be used to suppress low-quality information? How can filtering decisions be explained to the user? This
article identifies information quality problems that arise in the context of web-based systems, and gives
an overview of quality indicators as well as information quality assessment metrics for web-based sys-
tems. Afterwards, we introduce the WIQA—Information Quality Assessment Framework. The framework
enables information consumers to apply a wide range of policies to filter information. The framework
employs the Named Graphs data model for the representation of information together with quality-
related meta-information. The framework uses the WIQA-PL policy language for expressing information
filtering policies against this data model. WIQA-PL policies are expressed in the form of graph patterns
and filter conditions. This allows the compact representation of policies that rely on complex meta-
information such as provenance chains or combinations of provenance information and background

information about information providers. In order to facilitate the information consumers’ understand-
ing of filtering decisions, the framework generates explanations of why information satisfies a specific
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policy.

. Introduction

The World Wide Web is a global information space consist-
ng of information from a multitude of autonomous information
roviders [17]. Web-based information systems provide access
o this information space. They integrate information from

ultiple providers and present integrated information to their
sers.

The key success factor of the web is the vast amount of web-
ccessible information. On the other hand, its openness and the
utonomy of information providers make the web vulnerable to
naccurate, misleading, or outdated information. Information qual-
ty problems arise in various application domains of web-based

nformation systems:

Search engines provide access to billions of web documents and an
increasing number of structured information sources. The quality
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of provided information varies widely and the huge amount of
accessible information obscures relevant information.
News portals aggregate news articles from a wide range of news-
papers and news agencies and assemble them according to user’s
interests. As news providers have different views of the world and
different levels of knowledge, news may be biased or inaccurate.
Financial information portals integrate stock quotes, financial news,
company profiles, and analyst reports from multiple information
sources. The expertise of information providers on specific mar-
kets and companies varies widely and investors are confronted
with conflicting advice.
Online communities like MySpace, Facebook, Flickr, or YouTube are
used by large numbers of information providers to share informa-
tion. The quality of provided information varies widely, and again
the amount of accessible information blurs relevant information.
Semantic Web applications. The Semantic Web [15] is a global

information space consisting of Linked Data [4]. Semantic Web
applications enable users to navigate and query this information
space. Assuring information quality is problematic within Seman-
tic Web applications as they operate on an unbound, dynamic set
of autonomous data sources.
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. Problem statement

Information providers have different levels of knowledge, dif-
erent views of the world, and different intentions. Therefore,
rovided information may be wrong, biased, outdated, incomplete,
nd inconsistent.

Before information from the web is used to accomplish a specific
ask, its quality should be assessed according to task-specific crite-
ia. Based on the assessment result, information may be accepted
r rejected for a specific task.

In everyday life, we use a wide range of different poli-
ies to assess the quality of information: we might accept
nformation from a friend on restaurants, but distrust him
n computers; regard scientific papers only as relevant, if
hey have been published within the last 2 years; or believe
oreign news only when they are reported by several inde-
endent sources. Which policy is chosen depends on the
pecific task at hand, our subjective preferences, and the
vailability of information quality-related meta-information,
uch as ratings or background information about information
roviders.

This article introduces an innovative solution to quality-driven
nformation filtering in the context of web-based information sys-
ems. Instead of having the designer of an information system
ecide for the user on a single, fixed method to distinguish high-
uality from low-quality information, the user is empowered to
mploy a similar wide range of filtering policies as she is using in
he off-line world.

The article makes the following contributions to the research on
olicy frameworks for web-based information systems:

While there is a lot of work on policy frameworks for access
control and privacy protection, the article highlights the need
of web-based systems for information filtering policies. The
article gives an overview of different types of quality indica-
tors that are relevant in the context of web-based systems
and discusses information quality assessment metrics for these
systems.
Information filtering may rely on various quality indicators, such
as provenance meta-information or ratings. Therefore, informa-
tion filtering frameworks need a flexible means to represent
information together with quality-related meta-information.
The article proposes to employ the Named Graphs [8] data
model to fulfill this requirement and to represent information
together with quality-related meta-information as an integrated
model.
The article proposes a new approach to expressing information
filtering policies. Instead of relying on a specific policy ontology or
a generic rules language, WIQA-PL policies are expressed as graph
patterns and filter conditions. This approach closely couples
information representation and policy formulation and allows
the compact representation of policies that rely on complex
meta-information such as provenance chains or combinations
of provenance information and background information about
information providers.

The article is structured as follows. Sections 3 and 4 give
n overview of the concept of information quality and dis-
uss information quality assessment metrics. Chapter 6 describes
he WIQA information filtering framework and the WIQA-PL

olicy language. Chaper 7 shows how the WIQA framework

s used to extend a web browser with information filtering
apabilities. Chapter 8 describes the evaluation of the WIQA frame-
ork, while Chapter 9 compares the framework with related
ork.
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. Information quality

Compared to concepts like data integrity and security which
ave been studied in detail since the introduction of relational
atabase technology, the notion of information quality is rel-
tively young and its general conceptualization as well as the
ethods developed to assess information quality are still highly

iverse.
The concept of information quality is a domain-specific sub-

oncept of the general concept of quality. A popular definition
or quality is given by Joseph Juran. He defines quality as
fitness for use” [20]. Juran’s definition has been adopted by
ost authors working on information quality. Information qual-

ty is commonly defined as the fitness for use of information
38,37,29,13,23]. This definition implies two important aspects:

Information quality is task-dependent. A user might consider the
quality of a piece of information appropriate for one task but not
sufficient for another task.
Information quality is subjective, as a second less quality-
concerned user might consider the quality of the same piece of
information appropriate for both tasks.

Information quality is commonly conceived as a multidi-
ensional construct [38,29,36,32,9], as the “fitness for use”
ay depend on various factors such as accuracy, timeliness,

ompleteness, relevancy, objectivity, believability, understand-
bility, consistency, conciseness, availability, and verifiability
38,29,10].

These information quality dimensions are not independent of
ach other and typically only a subset of the dimensions is relevant
n a specific situation. Which quality dimensions are relevant and

hich levels of quality are required for each dimension is deter-
ined by the specific task at hand and the subjective preferences

f the information consumer [29,38].

. Information quality assessment

Information quality assessment is the process of evaluating if a
iece of information meets the information consumer’s needs in a
pecific situation [29,10]. Information quality assessment involves
easuring the quality dimensions that are relevant to the infor-
ation consumer and comparing the assessment results with the

nformation consumer’s quality requirements.
An information quality assessment metric is a procedure for

easuring an information quality dimension. Assessment metrics
ely on quality indicators and calculate an assessment score from
hese indicators using a scoring function. Assessment metrics are
euristics that are designed to fit a specific assessment situation
34,39].

The types of information which may be used as quality indi-
ators are highly diverse. Besides the information to be assessed
tself, assessment metrics may rely on meta-information about the
ircumstances in which information was created, on background
nformation about the information provider, or on ratings provided
y the information consumer herself, other information consumers,
r domain experts. Fig. 1 shows an abstract view on an information
xchange situation. All types of information that may be used as
Information quality assessment metrics can be classified into
hree categories according to the type of information that is used
s quality indicator: (1) information content itself; (2) information
bout the context in which information was claimed; (3) ratings
bout information itself or the information provider.
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Fig. 1. Abstract view on an information exchange situation.

.1. Content-based metrics

Content-based metrics use information to be assessed itself as
uality indicator. The metrics analyze the information content or
ompare information with related information. Which metrics are
pplicable depends on the type of information to be analyzed.

In the case of natural language texts or loosely structured doc-
ments, such as HTML pages, it is possible to apply various text
nalysis methods for information quality assessment. In general,
hese methods derive assessment scores by matching terms or
hrases against a document and/or by analyzing the structure of the
ocument. Within deployed web-based information systems, text
nalysis methods are widely used to assess the relevancy of docu-
ents, to detect spam, and to scan websites for offensive content.
In the case of formalized information, one possibility is to apply

imple rule-based metrics. For instance, a metric to assess the
elievability of a sales offer could be to check if the price lies above a
pecific boundary. If the price is too low, the offer might be consid-
red bogus. Frequently, formalized information contains values that
re grossly different or inconsistent with the remaining set. There
re various statistical methods to identify such outliers [24]. Within
he context of information quality assessment, outlier detection

ethods can be used as heuristics to assess quality dimensions such
s accuracy or believability.

.2. Context-based metrics

Context-based metrics employ meta-information about the
nformation content and the circumstances in which information
as created, e.g., who said what and when, as quality indicator. For

nstance, an important quality indicator for assessing the believ-
bility of information is meta-information about the identity of
he information provider. That is, assumptions about the believ-
bility of information providers are extended to information they
rovide. An example for a simple heuristic to assess the believability
f information is to check whether an information provider is con-
ained in a list of trusted providers. Other meta-information that

ight influence believability are the identities of the contributors
nd the publisher of information as well as the source from which
nformation is retrieved.

Instead of relying solely on meta-information, information qual-
ty assessment metrics can also combine meta-information with
ackground information about the application domain. Another
etric for assessing the believability dimension could, for instance,
e based on the role of an information provider in the application
omain (“Prefer product descriptions published by the manu-

acturer over descriptions published by a vendor” or “Disbelieve
verything a vendor says about its competitor.”), his member-
hip in a specific group (“Believe only information from authors
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orking for certain companies.”), or his former activities (“Believe
nly information from authors who have already published several
imes on a topic.” or “Believe only reports from stock analysts whose
ormer predictions proved correct to a certain percentage.”).

.3. Rating-based metrics

Rating-based metrics rely on explicit ratings about information
tself, information sources, or information providers. Ratings may
riginate from the information consumer herself, other information
onsumers, or domain experts.

The design of rating systems has been widely studied in com-
uter science [19]. Seen from an abstract perspective, rating-based
uality assessment involves two processes: The acquisition of rat-
ngs and the calculation of assessment scores from these ratings
10]. Within the assessment process, a scoring function calculates
ssessment scores from the collected ratings. The scoring func-
ion decides which ratings are taken into account and might assign
ifferent weights to ratings. Designing scoring functions is a pop-
lar research topic and various authors have proposed different
lgorithms. Approaches to classifying the proposed algorithms are
resented by Zhang et al. [40] and Ziegler [41].

.4. Accuracy of assessment results

A general problem of information quality assessment is that
ssessment results are often imprecise [29,33,10]. This is especially
rue for the the context of web-based systems where the availabil-
ty and the quality of quality indicators is often not optimal. For
nstance, because of the decentralized nature of the web and the
utonomy of information providers, meta-information about web
ontent is often incomplete. The quality of ratings is often uncer-
ain, as the expertise of raters is unknown in many cases. Because of
hese problems, information quality assessment often has to trade
ccuracy for practicability [29].

The imprecision of assessment results is relativized by the fact
hat users of web-based information systems are accustomed to
olerating a certain amount of low-quality information. For them,
he benefit of having access to a huge information-base is often
igher than the costs of having some noise in the answers [28].
herefore, the goal of practical information quality assessment is
o find heuristics which can be applied in a given situation and
hat are sufficiently precise to be useful from the perspective of the
nformation consumer.

. Information filtering policies

Quality-based information filtering policies are heuristics for
eciding whether to accept or reject information to accomplish a
pecific task [10].

A information filtering policy consists of a set of assessment
etrics, for assessing the quality dimensions that are relevant for

he task at hand and a decision function which aggregates the
esulting assessment scores into an overall decision on whether
nformation satisfies the information consumer’s quality require-

ents. Each assessment metric relies on a set of quality indicators
nd specifies a scoring function to calculate an assessment score
rom these indicators. The decision function weights assessment
cores depending on the relevance of the different quality dimen-
ions for the task at hand.

Information consumers may choose a wide range of different

olicies to decide whether to accept or reject information. When
hoosing a policy that fits a specific situation, an information con-
umer has to answer the following questions: Which information
uality dimensions are relevant in the context of the task at hand?
hich information quality assessment metric should be used to
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ssess each dimension? How should the assessment results be
ompiled into an overall decision on whether to accept or reject
nformation?

The relevance of the different quality dimensions is determined
y the task at hand. The choice of suitable assessment metrics for
pecific quality dimensions is restricted by several factors:

Availability of quality indicators. Whether an assessment metric
can be used in a specific situation depends on the availability of
the quality indicators that are required by the metric. Assessing
quality dimensions like timeliness is possible in many cases, as
the required quality indicators are often available. Accessing other
dimensions like accuracy or objectivity often proves difficult, as
it might involve the information consumer or experts verifying or
rating information.
Quality of quality indicators. The choice of assessment metrics is
also influenced by the quality of the available quality indicators.
If an information consumer is in doubt about the quality of cer-
tain indicators, she might prefer to choose a different assessment
metric which relies on other indicators.
Understandability. The key factor for an information consumer to
trust assessment results is his understanding of the assessment
process. Therefore, relatively simple, easily understandable, and
traceable assessment metrics are often preferred [19].
Subjective preferences. The information consumer might have sub-
jective preferences for specific assessment metrics. She might, for
example, consider specific quality indicators and scoring functions
more reliable than others. Thus, there is never a single best policy
for a specific task, as the subjectively best policy differs from user
to user.

. The WIQA framework

The WIQA—Information Quality Assessment Framework is a set of
oftware components that can be employed by applications which
rocess information of uncertain quality and want to enable their
sers to filter information using a wide range of different quality-
ased information filtering policies.

The framework has been designed to fulfill the following
equirements: (1) flexible representation of information together
ith quality-related meta-information; (2) enable users to employ
ifferent information filtering policies; (3) ability to generate expla-
ations about the filtering process.

The WIQA framework consists of two components: a Named
raph store for representing information together with quality-

elated meta-information, and a filtering and explanation engine

hich enables applications to filter information and to retrieve

xplanations about filtering decisions.
Fig. 2 gives an overview of the components of the WIQA

ramework. An application deposits unfiltered information in the
ramework’s Named Graph store. The application also provides a set

Fig. 2. Overview of the WIQA framework.
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Fig. 3. The WIQA filtering process.

f filtering policies which fit the specific requirements of the appli-
ation domain. When the application requests the filtering engine
o apply one of these policies, the filtering engine provides a view
n the Named Graph store which contains only information that
ulfills the policy. Fig. 3 illustrates this filtering process.

.1. Representing quality-related information

The WIQA framework uses Named Graphs [8] as a flexible data
odel for representing both quality-related meta-information and

nformation to be filtered itself. Named Graphs are an extension of
he RDF data model [22]. Like in RDF, the atomic units of information
re subject–predicate–object triples. A set of triples forms an RDF
raph. But unlike in RDF, these graphs are named with URI refer-
nces. Graph names can be used as the subject and object of triples,
hich allows the expression of meta-information about graphs.

Within the WIQA framework, each Named Graph is assumed to
ontain information published by a specific information provider at
certain point in time. Provenance information about each graph is

epresented within other graphs using the Semantic Web Publish-
ng (SWP) Vocabulary [10]. In SWP, graph provenance is recorded in
he form of a warrant attached to the graph. A warrant is authorized
y an actor, called its authority. The warrant expresses a proposi-
ional attitude towards one or more Named Graphs, e.g., assertion
r quotation [10]. Warrants can be enriched with additional meta-
nformation and may be digitally signed.

This approach to representing primary information together
ith quality-related meta-information as an integrated model pro-

ides for fine-grained provenance tracking, the representation of
rovenance chains, and the representation of provenance infor-
ation together with background information about information

roviders.
The example graph set shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates how the

amed Graphs data model is used to represent partial descriptions
f a resource while keeping track of the provenance of different
ieces of information. The example also demonstrates how the
ata model is used to represent provenance chains. The example
ses the TriG syntax [5]. Namespace declarations are omitted. The
raph set consists of four Named Graphs. The first graph originates
rom Intel and contains general information about the company
lines 1–5). The second graph originates from an individual and
ontains a newsgroup posting and several trust ratings for compa-
ies and other individuals (lines 7–16). The third graph originates

rom Yahoo Finance (lines 18–26). It contains additional informa-
ion about Intel as well as provenance information about the second
raph. The fourth graph originates from an information aggrega-
ion service and contains provenance information about the first
nd third graph (lines 28–38). The third and the forth graph taken
ogether represent the provenance chain that according to Yahoo
inance, the newsgroup posting described in the second graph was
uthored by Mark Scott.
.2. Expressing policies

Information consumers use a wide range of different policies
or determining whether to accept or reject information. The WIQA
ramework allows the expression of such policies using the declar-
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Fig. 4. Example set of Named Graphs.

tive WIQA-PL policy language. The policy language is able to: (1)
se whatever quality-related information that is available in the
pplication context as quality indicators; (2) express a wide range of
ontext-, content-, and rating-based assessment metrics over these
ndicators; (3) combine those assessments into an overall filtering
ecision.

The following sections define the semantics of WIQA policies. A
IQA policy specifies conditions that a triple from a set of Named

raphs has to fulfill in order to be accepted by the policy (Fig. 3).
e rely on the SPARQL semantics given by Pérez et al. [31] for basic

efinitions.

.2.1. Named Graphs and named graph patterns
Let U be the set of all URIs, B the set of blank nodes, L the set
f RDF literals, and V the set of variables. U, B, L and V are pairwise
isjoint. We denote by T the set of RDF terms, the union U ∪ B ∪ L.

A triple (s, p, o) ∈ T × U × T is called an RDF triple. An RDF graph
s a set of RDF triples. A named graph is a tuple (g, G), where g, the
raph name, is an URI, and G is an RDF graph.

?
t
t
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A named graph pattern is a pair (n, P), where n ∈ (U ∪ V) and P
s a graph pattern. A graph pattern, for the purposes of this paper,
s either a tuple from (T ∪ V) × (U ∪ V) × (T ∪ V) (a triple pattern);
r an expression (P1 ANDP2), where P1 and P2 are graph patterns;
r an expression (P FILTERR), where P is a graph pattern, and R is a
oolean filter condition composed of constant RDF terms, variables,
omparison and boolean operators, and function calls.

.2.2. Semantics of WIQA policies
A WIQA policy consists of one or more named graph patterns

1 . . . Pi, and zero or more additional filter conditions R1 . . . Rj . The
olicy pattern is defined as the expression

1 AND . . . AND Pi FILTER R1 . . . FILTER Rj

he connectives AND and FILTER over named graph patterns are
efined in analogy to those given in Ref. [31] over graph patterns.
or the policy to be meaningful, at least one of the named graph
atterns must involve at least one of the referring variables?GRAPH,
SUBJ, ?PRED, and ?OBJ, which are used to express conditions that
riples have to fulfill to be accepted by the policy.

In Ref. [31], the evaluation of a graph pattern P over an RDF graph
, denoted by [[P]]G , is defined as a set of mappings from variables

o RDF terms that, informally stated, fulfill the conditions imposed
y the graph pattern. We will now extend the notion of evaluation
o cover Named Graphs.

Let (n, P) be a named graph pattern, and N a set of Named Graphs.
he evaluation of (n, P) over N, denoted by [[(n, P)]]N is defined as
ollows:

{�|(n, G) ∈ N and � ∈ [[P]]G}, if n ∈ U
{���′|(g, G) ∈ N and � ∈ [[P]]G}, if n ∈ V

here �′ is the singleton mapping {n �→ g}.
Let Q be a WIQA policy, PQ its policy pattern, and N a set of Named

raphs. Then a triple (s, p, o) in Named Graph (g, G) ∈ N is said to
e accepted by Q if there exists a mapping m such that m ∈ [[PQ ]]N
nd m compatible to the mapping

?GRAPH �→ g, ?SUBJ �→ s, ?PRED �→ p, ?OBJ �→ o}
Less formally speaking, a triple is accepted if its origin graph,

ubject, predicate and object, respectively, fulfill the conditions
hat the patterns and filter conditions of the policy impose on the
ariables ?GRAPH, ?SUBJ, ?PRED and ?OBJ.

.2.3. The WIQA-PL syntax
WIQA policies are expressed using the WIQA-PL syntax. The syn-

ax is based on the syntax of the SPARQL query language [35] in
rder to make it easier for people who already know SPARQL to
earn WIQA-PL. The complete grammar of the WIQAP-PL syntax
iven in Ref. [10].

Fig. 5 shows an example of a WIQA-PL policy. Lines 1–4 spec-
fy the policy name and description. The PATTERN clause restricts
nformation to originate from analysts who achieved a StarMine
core above 80. It consists of two named graph patterns.

The first named graph pattern requires provenance
nformation about graphs to be contained in the graph
d:GraphFromAggregator. It contains two triple patterns
hich require provenance information to be expressed using the

WP properties swp:assertedBy and swp:authority. The first
attern binds the names of asserted graphs to the referring variable

GRAPH. The second pattern binds URIs that identify authorities to
he variable ?authority. The second triple pattern is connected
o the first by sharing the variable ?warrant.

The second graph pattern requires authorities to be an instance
f the class fin:Analyst and to have a fin:benchmark prop-
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ig. 5. WIQA-PL policy: accept only information that has been asserted by analysts
ho achieved a StarMine score above 80.

rty whose value is bound to ?benchmark. The FILTER clause
n line 12 restricts the benchmark score to values above 80.
he triples that describe authorities have to occur in the graph
d:BackgroundInformation.

.2.4. Extension functions
Quality-based information filtering policies rely on a wide

ange of different, application domain specific assessment metrics.
herefore, WIQA-PL provides an extension mechanism for invok-
ng arbitrary, application domain specific functions. For instance,
ating-based filtering policies may use various scoring algorithms
o calculate a score for an entity from a network of ratings. Content-
ased filtering policies may rely on natural language processing
ethods to analyze text or may use various statistical methods

o compare a piece of information with related information. By
ncluding domain specific functions, the WIQA framework can be
xtended to fit the requirements of different application domains.

There are two types of extension functions. Conditional exten-
ion functions are used as part of FILTER conditions and can
e combined with the built-in logical operators. They compute
oolean values from mappings, and are used in determining if the
ondition holds for a particular mapping.

The second type are result set filters. They are applied to the
ntire set of mappings that satisfy a policy’s patterns and condi-
ions. Result set filters can perform arbitrary modifications to the
et, though typical applications are ranking and counting within
he result mappings. Both types of extensions have access to the
riginal unfiltered dataset.

Three example extension functions have been implemented:
he wiqa:morePositiveRatings and the wiqa:tidalTrust[18]
onditional functions implement different rating-based scoring
lgorithms; the wiqa:count result set filter allows the formulation
f quantity constraints. A WIQA-PL policy that uses the wiqa:count
unction is given in Fig. 6.

.3. Explaining assessment results

The accuracy of information quality assessment results is often
ncertain due to the limited availability of quality indicators
nd due to the uncertain quality of the quality indicators them-
elves. Therefore, the user’s final decision whether to trust or
istrust assessment results depends on her understanding of the

ssessment metrics and quality indicators that were used in the
ssessment process. Information systems can support users in this
rust decision by providing explanations of why information satis-
es a given filtering policy.
ig. 6. WIQA-PL policy using the wiqa:count extension function and including
xplanation templates.

Making information filtering decisions comprehensible and
raceable requires diverse forms of explanations. The content of
uitable explanations depends on the assessment metrics that are
sed within a policy and on the current task of the user. For less

mportant tasks, the user will be contented with short, simple to
omprehend explanations. For other, more important tasks the user
ill require explanations to contain detailed information about the

ssessment process and the quality indicators that were used in the
rocess.

Explanations for rating-based metrics. Ratings might be subjec-
tive and raters may try to influence rating systems by providing
unfair ratings. Therefore, explanations for rating-based assess-
ment metrics should contain the ratings that were used in the
evaluation and explain the calculation steps of the scoring algo-
rithm. More detailed explanations might provide provenance
information about ratings and background information about
raters.

Explanations for context-based metrics. An explanation for a policy
that relies on provenance information should list the informa-
tion providers. The explanation might also contain additional
background information about information providers in order to
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The user can load a WIQA policy suite into the browser. After
selecting a policy from a selection panel, the content of the local
repository is filtered and the view is updated to show only infor-
mation matching the policy. As shown in Fig. 8, a small button is

1

Fig. 7. Example explanation.

support information consumers in judging their trustworthiness.
Explanations for content-based metrics detail why information con-
tent itself satisfies the requirements of an assessment metric. For
instance, an explanation for a statistical metric should contain the
data that was used in the calculation and describe the calculation
process. An explanation for a text analysis method might list rel-
evant keywords and explain how the overall score for a text was
calculated.

The WIQA framework combines two explanation generation
echanisms. First, a template mechanism is used to generate the

arts of an explanation which explain why constraints that are
xpressed as graph patterns are satisfied. When a user requests an
xplanation why an accepted triple fulfills the policy, explanation
emplates that are part of the WIQA-PL policy syntax are instanti-
ted with variable bindings from the matching solutions that led
o the acceptance of the triple. As a convention, instantiated tem-
lates should form a phrase that completes the sentence: “The piece
f information fulfills the policy because . . .” Second, the expla-
ation is supplemented with explanation parts that explain why
onstraints that are expressed using WIQA extension functions are
atisfied. Extension functions may conduct complex calculations
uch as rating-based scoring or statistical evaluations. In order
o make their calculations comprehensible, extension functions
an generate custom, function-specific explanations. The complete
lgorithm that is used by the WIQA framework to combine tem-
late and extension function generated explanation parts is given

n Ref. [10].
Fig. 6 shows a WIQA policy containing explanation templates.

xplanation templates are marked by the EXPL keyword. The pol-
cy requires that information is stated by an analyst, and the analyst

ust have received at least three positive ratings. The explana-

ion will display: (1) the source of the information; (2) who claims
hat the source is an analyst; (3) the raters and their affiliation. An
xample explanation generated by this policy is given in Fig. 7.
nd Agents on the World Wide Web 7 (2009) 1–10 7

.4. Implementation

A Java implementation of the WIQA framework is available.
t builds on the NG4J—Named Graphs API,1 the Jena—Semantic

eb framework2 and the ARQ SPARQL processor.3 As the WIQA
ramework relies on ARQ for graph pattern matching, it can take
dvantage of performance gains of ARQ’s graph pattern matching
lgorithm.

The implementation of the WIQA framework is available under
he terms of the GNU General Public License and can be downloaded
rom the WIQA website.4

. The WIQA browser

The WIQA browser is an example application that uses the
IQA framework. The browser demonstrates how information

uality filtering capabilities can be integrated into a standard web
rowser. The browser enables users to extract structured informa-
ion from web pages. Extracted information from different web
ages is stored in a local repository and can be browsed, sorted,
nd searched. The content of the local repository can be filtered
sing quality-based information filtering policies. In order to help
sers to understand the filtering decisions, the browser can dis-
lay explanations of why a piece of information satisfies a selected
olicy.

The WIQA browser is based on the Piggy Bank extension for the
irefox web browser developed by the SIMILE project at the Mas-
achusetts Institute of Technology [16]. The WIQA browser uses
iggy Bank functionality to extract structured information from
eb pages and to display and navigate extracted information. The
IQA browser stores information together with provenance meta-

nformation as a set of Named Graphs. It uses the WIQA—Filtering
nd Explanation Engine to filter stored information and to generate
xplanations about filtering decisions.

While a user browses the web, the WIQA browser runs in the
ackground and analyzes the visited web pages. Whenever the
rowser can extract structured information items from a page, it
isplays a data coin icon in the status bar, indicating that the user
an switch to an information item view of the web page. This view
ists all information items that have been extracted from the page.
ext to each item is a save button that stores the item in the local

epository.
Whenever the user saves information from a webpage into the

ocal repository, the browser creates a new Named Graph for this
isit of the page and stores the current timestamp, the URL of the
age, and the authority (website URL) together with the actual

nformation. The new graph is named with an UUID [25]. Prove-
ance meta-information is represented using the Semantic Web
ublishing vocabulary and the Dublin Core [30] vocabulary.

In a 1997 note on web browser user interfaces, World Wide
eb inventor Tim Berners-Lee envisioned that browsers could offer
hat he called the “Oh, yeah?”-button [3]. Whenever a surfer ques-

ions the quality and trustworthiness of displayed information, she
hould press this button and the browser would display an expla-
ation of why information should be considered trustworthy. The
IQA browser realizes the “Oh, yeah?”-button.
http://sites.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/ng4j/.
2 http://jena.sourceforge.net/.
3 http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/.
4 http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/wiqa/.

http://sites.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/ng4j/
http://jena.sourceforge.net/
http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/
http://www.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/wiqa/
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ig. 8. When the user selects a policy from the policy selection panel on the righ
eah?”-buttons open new windows with explanations of why a piece of informatio

ocated next to each piece of information. Pressing any of these but-
ons opens a new window that displays an explanation generated
sing the active policy.

. Evaluation

The WIQA framework and the WIQA browser are working
rototypes. In order to verify the utility of the Named Graphs
ata model to represent information together with quality-related
eta-information and to demonstrate the utility of the WIQA-

L policy language, we did a preliminary evaluation of the
IQA browser against a financial information integration use

ase.
We gathered a test dataset consisting of financial news, discus-

ion forum post and information about analyst reports from Yahoo
inance5 and Google Finance6 using screen scraping techniques.
he resulting dataset represents provenance information using the
ame techniques as the example graph set shown in Fig. 4. The
ataset was enhanced with artificial ratings for users and analysts.
he dataset is available on the WIQA browser website.7

We developed a set of information filtering policies that
ake advantage of the different types of quality-related meta-
nformation that are available in the test dataset. This policy suite
s also found on the WIQA browser website.
The evaluation of the Named Graphs data model and the WIQA-
L policy language against the use case provided a first indicator
or the utility of both technologies. Using the Named Graphs data

odel, it was possible to represent primary information, quality-

5 http://finance.yahoo.com/.
6 http://finance.google.com/.
7 http://sites.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/wiqa/browser/.
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d side, the left-hand view updates to show only matching information. The “Oh,
fies the selected policy.

elated meta-information as well as background information about
nformation providers as a compact, integrated model. WIQA-PL’s
raph pattern approach proved suitable for expressing complex
nformation provenance oriented policies against the model. The
xtension function mechanism proved suitable for extending the
IQA framework with different rating-based scoring functions that
ere required by the use case.

As a next step, we plan to evaluate the WIQA framework against
urther use cases. Current candidates are news portals, search
ngines within knowledge management systems, and online com-
unities that are used by large numbers of information providers

o share information.

. Related work

This chapter compares the WIQA framework with related work.

.1. Database views

Accepted graphs within the WIQA framework can be compared
o views in the context of relational databases. WIQA’s explana-
ion capabilities relate to work within the database community
n explaining data lineage and view generation. An approach to
xplaining view generation has been developed by Cui and Wisdom
n the context of the Stanford University WHIPS data warehousing
ystem [12]. For a given data item in a materialized view, the authors
ropose a lineage tracing algorithm to identify the set of source
ata items that produced the view item. The algorithm is applica-

le to aggregate-select-project-join views and can be employed by
ata warehouse analysis tools to provide drill-down functionality
rom view items to source data items. What distinguishes the WIQA
ramework from the work within the relational data base commu-
ity is the underlying data model. By employing a variation of the

http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://finance.google.com/
http://sites.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/suhl/bizer/wiqa/browser/
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DF data model, the WIQA framework is tailored towards the inte-
ration of heterogeneous information from the web. For instance,
ntegrating two partial descriptions of the same object while keep-
ng track of the provenance of different pieces of information can
imply be achieved within the Named Graphs data model, but is
ricky using the relational data model.

.2. Inference Web

A related approach to explaining information quality in the con-
ext of web-based information systems has been developed by the
nference Web project at the Stanford University Knowledge Sys-
ems Laboratory [27]. The project aims at making query answers

ore transparent by providing explanations about information
ources as well as inference processes that are used to derive query
esults. The Inference Web infrastructure includes a registry con-
aining details on information sources, reasoners, languages, and
ewrite rules; a portable proof specification language; and a proof
nd explanation browser. Inference Web and the WIQA framework
ssume different application scenarios. While the WIQA framework
s tailored towards a simple web-based information integration
cenario, Inference Web assumes an agent community consist-
ng of actively reasoning agents that cooperatively derive query
nswers from shared knowledge. Therefore, Inference Web focuses
n explaining distributed reasoning paths [26], while the WIQA
ramework generates explanations of why subjective information
ltering policies are satisfied.

.3. TRELLIS

A further system that employs the RDF data model and pro-
ides information quality assessment functionality is the TRELLIS
nformation analysis tool [14] developed at the University of South-
rn California. TRELLIS aims at supporting intelligence analysts in
electing quality information within a military setting. As an ana-
yst makes a decision on which sources to dismiss and which to
elieve, TRELLIS captures the derivation of the decision in a seman-
ic markup. The system then uses these annotations to derive an
nformation quality assessment of the source based on the annota-
ions of many individuals. Compared with the WIQA framework,
RELLIS supports only one fixed ontology for capturing quality-
elated meta-information and a single hard-coded assessment
olicy, while the WIQA framework is ontology independent and
ay employ a wide range of different filtering policies.

.4. REI, KAoS and PROTUNE

There are several well established frameworks for enforcing
ccess control policies within Semantic Web settings: REI [21] pro-
ides for positive and negative authorization as well as obligation
olicies and supports remote policy management. The KAoS frame-
ork [2] is aimed at agent environments and provides a service

rchitecture for constraining the execution of actions in relation to
arious aspects of the situation. Within both frameworks, policies
re expressed using a specific policy ontology. The PROTUNE frame-
ork [7] uses a rule-based policy language for specifying access

ontrol policies, privacy policies and certain classes of business
ules.

All three frameworks assume a different application scenario
rom the WIQA framework. The frameworks are designed for sit-

ations where agents actively exchange messages in order to
etermine whether certain actions can be performed or certain

nformation should be accessible. In contrast, the WIQA frame-
ork is designed for classic Web scenarios where information has
een published by different information providers and where infor-

R
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ation consumers want to determine the subset of the available
nformation that fulfills their information quality requirements.

Information quality assessment relies on different types of
eta-information such as fine-grained provenance information or

rovenance chains. The WIQA framework provides for the repre-
entation of complex meta-information by employing the Named
raphs data model. REI, KAoS and PROTUNE use pure triple-based
ata models for the internal representation of information. This
akes it difficult to represent meta-information about specific sets

f triples. For instance, it is difficult to represent partial descrip-
ions of the same object while keeping track of the provenance
f different pieces of information or to model provenance chains
hich require the representation of meta-information about meta-

nformation.

.5. Almendra and Schwabe

An approach for translating abstract information quality
equirements into concrete filtering policies is presented by Almen-
ra and Schwabe from the Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio
e Janeiro in Ref. [1]. Their work is based on the work presented

n this article. It also employs the Named Graphs data model, the
emantic Web Publishing Vocabulary and the TriQL.P policy lan-
uage [6], an earlier version of the WIQA-PL policy language. In
ddition to our work, where each policy must explicitly specify all
he conditions that triples must fulfill to be accepted, they pro-
ose an ontology for expressing information quality requirements
TrustPoints) and an algorithm that automatically derives informa-
ion filtering policies from these requirements by combining policy
ragments. Given adequate tool support, their translation mecha-
ism provides a valuable extension to our work as it reduces the
echnical knowledge required from a policy author.

0. Conclusion

This article highlighted the need of web-based information sys-
ems for task-specific information filtering policies and gave an
verview of different metrics that can be used to assess informa-
ion quality in the context of web-based information systems. We
emonstrated how the Named Graphs data model can be employed
o represent information together with quality related-meta infor-

ation as an integrated model. We developed the WIQA-PL policy
anguage which closely couples information representation and
olicy formulation and provides for expressing content-, context-
nd rating-based assessment policies.

As future work, we plan to integrate the WIQA framework
nto further applications besides the WIQA browser. Interesting
andidates for being upgraded with information quality filtering
apabilities are news portals and newsfeed aggregators, search
ngines within knowledge management systems, and online com-
unities that are used by large numbers of information providers

o share information.
A further, more visionary application domain for the WIQA

ramework is the Semantic Web as a whole. A growing number
f data sources have started to expose their content as Linked Data
11]. As this number further increases, technologies for selecting
igh-quality information from this web of data are needed and it
ould be exciting to integrate the WIQA framework into a Semantic
eb search engine, which crawls data from different sources and

rovides query capabilities over crawled data.
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